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**Author’s response to reviews:**

The Editor BMC Medical Education
Article ID: 1365925278345391
Re: Resubmission of corrected article for consideration for publication now titled “Interest in Neurology during medical clerkship in three Nigerian medical schools”

I on behalf of other co-authors hereby resubmit the corrected version of our above titled article.

We like to thank the editors for their kind review of our article. Issues raise regarding our article has been addressed in line with suggestions made.

Corrections made are highlighted yellow with the track changes.

1. The title has been changed to re-interest in neurology during medical clerkship in three Nigerian medical schools.
2. Objective of the article now made clearer and consistently describe in the article.
3. The methodology section has been subtitled.
4. The high response rate of this article is because the questionnaires were administered after lecture and collected thereafter without their names.
5. Verbal consent was obtained from student after the study objective was explained to the class.
6. The 10 questions items asked have been included in the method section and the results are better presented.
7. Summary now clearly written with emphasis on study objective.
8. Errors of referencing have been corrected appropriately.
9. The figures- the axes have been labeled appropriately.

Once again, we appreciate the reviewers for their suggestions which have now made our article better.

We hope the article can now be accepted for publication in your widely read open
access journal.
Yours truly
Emmanuel Sanya (MD).